GUEST EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION
The Unique Self, A New Chapter in Integral Spirituality
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t is very exciting to be able to share with you this special issue on the Unique Self. Before discussing
the concept of Unique Self and the history and content of this issue, I would like to place this issue in a
larger context. In conversations with Ken Wilber, Sean EsbjörnHargens, Diane Hamilton, Sally Kempton,
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Future issues will address topics like reading sacred texts, shadow, sexuality, evolutionary spirituality, and
J'.,2#"3!.!$-+,!$=#7+"&2#'1#!1$&6.+,#3.!1*!3,&";#@%&#"3&*!)*#('*-"#'(#$%!"#"&.!&"#'(#!""-&"#J!,,#7&#$.+1",!1&+6&#
Integral Spirituality in all of its expressions. I am delighted to collaborate with Ken, Sean, and Lyn as guest
editor of this series.
#
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implications of the Unique Self paradigm. I will begin by sharing some of the background on the evolution
'(#$%&#$&.4#+12#$&+*%!16#'(#A1!R-&#K&,(0#J%!*%#?#%'3&#J!,,#+,"'#!43+.$#$%&#5+B'.#+12#&V*!$&4&1$#'(#$%&#&+.,=#
Unique Self conversations.1 I will then turn to the intention behind the Unique Self offering in general, and,
!1#*'1*,-"!'10#'-$,!1&#$%&#"3&*!)*#$.+S&*$'.=#'(#$%!"#S'-.1+,;#
The history of the emergence of the Unique Self teaching within the integral context is particularly
"!61!)*+1$#7&*+-"&#!$#4+L&"#$.+1"3+.&1$#$%&#!43'.$+1$#!1$&.3,+=#'(#+#1-47&.#'(#,&+2!16#!1"$!$-$!'1"#!1#$%&#&B'
lution of Integral Theory. The term Unique Self0#+12#$%&#)."$#!$&.+$!'1#'(#$%&#A1!R-&#K&,(#$&+*%!16"0#'.!6!1+$&2#
in my book Soul Prints (2001), which was based on a series of teachings that I began developing in the late
1980s. In Soul Prints0#?#&V3,!*!$,=#"'-.*&2#$%&#$&+*%!16#'(#A1!R-&#K&,(#$%.'-6%#4=#'J1#)."$/3&."'1#-12&.
standing as well as through the work of my lineage teacher, the mid 19th/*&1$-.=#.+2!*+,#U+77+,!"$#:'.2&*%+!#
Lainer of Izbica. In that work I used the terms Soul Prints and Unique Self interchangeably. As time went
on, my understanding of Unique Self evolved through my own teaching and while working on my doctoral
2!""&.$+$!'1#+$#YV('.2#A1!B&."!$=;#?#J&1$#$%.'-6%#+1#&B',-$!'1+.=#3.'*&""#!1#)."$/0#"&*'12/0#+12#$%!.2/3&."'10#
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ing. In rereading and cataloguing every published passage of Lainer’s work, new strains in his thought be
came apparent that neither myself nor anyone else I knew in the community of the Izbica readers and teachers
%+2#1'$!*&2;#?12&&20#!$#7&*+4&#+33+.&1$#$%+$#$%&#"*%',+."%!3#'1#?]7!*+#J+"#7+"&2#'1#"'4&#%!6%,=#"!61!)*+1$#
misreadings taken from a very narrow selection of texts. It was from a closer reading of Lainer that I drew
the teaching of Unique Self not as an egoic expression of separate self, or as a subtle soul expression, but as
a natural expression of enlightenment.
#
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was the important distinction between Unique Self and separate self. I began to recognize Unique Self as the
deeper realization of True Self, as the personal face of essence and emptiness, as the unique perspective of
every individual’s enlightenment. The realization that enlightenment always has perspective was a key pivot
point in my development of the Unique Self teaching.
I then came into contact with a community whose primary discourse was enlightenment as seen through
$%&#,&1"&"#'(#b-22%!"4#Q_!+1&#:-"%'#T+4!,$'1M0#U+"%4!.#K%+B!"!4#QK+,,=#U&43$'1M0#+12#?1$&6.+,#@%&'.=;2
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was convened by Ken in 2004 and functioned until 2008. In its early years, ISC was highly energized with
the promise of a genuine community of peers in the spiritual teaching community. It was a place for genuine
$.+1",!1&+6&#*'1B&."+$!'1#7+"&2#'1#!1$&6.+,#3.!1*!3,&";#?1#!$"#)."$#=&+.0#C&13'#>'"%!#3.&"&1$&2#+12#,+-1*%&2#
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$%&#!1$&6.+,#*'1$&V$;#E'$+7,=0#U&1["#)."$#2.+($#'(#Integral Spirituality (2006) was prepared as a document for
$%&#$&+*%&."#+$#?K8#G0#+12#$%&#"&*$!'1#'1#$%&#@%.&&#^+*&"#'(#C'2#J+"#!15-&1*&2#7=#"'4&#'(#$%&#!43'.$+1$#
dialogues that took place around that time in the context of ISC. These conversations included Ken, Brother
David StendlRast, Father Thomas Keating, myself, and many others.
After ISC 2, many participants shared moving responses in written communications regarding the shift
!1#$%&!.#'J1#'.!&1$+$!'1#$%+$#.&"-,$&2#(.'4#$%&#A1!R-&#K&,(#$&+*%!16;#:+1=#(&,$#$%+$#A1!R-&#K&,(#+.$!*-,+$&2#
a missing piece of the puzzle, which they sensed to be critical but had a hard time formulating because, at
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To share with the reader a sense of the translineage crossfertilization that happened in the context of ISC,
which comes to partial fruition in this volume, Genpo Roshi (2007), for example, adopted some of the core
teachings of Unique Self into his Buddhist framework, resulting in a section in his book entitled “Unique
Self” (pp. 122124). Terry Patten, another participant in ISC, added a “Unique Self” chapter (pp. 373381)
to Integral Life Practice QGHHdM0#J%!*%#%&#*'/+-$%'.&2#J!$%#U&1#N!,7&.0#:+.*'#:'.&,,!0#+12#<2+4#\&'1+.2;#
Both of these crossfertilizations were due in no small part to a series of conversations taking place at the time
7&$J&&1#e&1#$&+*%&.#_!+1&#:-"%'#T+4!,$'1#+12#4="&,(;#@%!"#.&"-,$&2#!1#_!+1&#7&!16#$%&#)."$#$'#"3&+L#$'#$%&#
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including Jean Houston, Lama Surya Das, and Brother David SteindlRast, which enriched the conversation
particularly in furthering our understanding of what Unique Self is not.
At this point in the narrative, we come to the place of this journal in the unfolding of the Unique Self
teaching and the role of this series in the evolution of Integral Spirituality. While my colleagues and myself
were initiating a new dharma, practice, and teaching context for Integral Spirituality through ISE, Sean Esb
Sf.1/T+.6&1"0#:+.L#^'.4+10#+12#$%&!.#*',,&+6-&"#J&.&#,+-1*%!16#$%&#?1$&6.+,#@%&'.=#8'1(&.&1*&#Q?@8M0#$%&#
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a different line of development: the formal academic line was represented by ITC and the spiritual practice
+12#$&+*%!16#,!1&#J+"#.&3.&"&1$&2#7=#?KP;#<$#$%&#"+4&#$!4&0#"'4&#'(#$%&#+*+2&4!*"#%+B&#"!61!)*+1$#"3!.!$-+,#
$&+*%&.#!1*,!1+$!'1"#+12#"'4&#'(#$%&#"3!.!$-+,#$&+*%&."0#4="&,(#!1*,-2&20#%+B&#"'4&#"!61!)*+1$#+*+2&4!*#!1*,!
1+$!'1";#@%-"0#$%&#*.'""/(&.$!,!]+$!'1#7&$J&&1#?@8#+12#?KP#1'J#)12"#*'1*.&$&#&V3.&""!'1#!1#$%!"#"&.!&"#-12&.#
the rubric of JITP on Integral Spirituality.
#
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ter in 2005. The seeds that Wilber planted with great care and intention at that gathering are just beginning to
bear fruit.

Unique Self: Why It Matters
In his keynote at the Integral Spiritual Experience, Wilber described Unique Self as “something that is ex
traordinary, and historic, and not to be denied.” I want to share some of what I see as historic about the Unique
Self teaching, and why its birthing has been one of my primary commitments over the last two decades.
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Unique Self is vitally important because it reclaims the centrality of the personal as a primary category
in discourse about the realization of enlightened consciousness. Enlightened consciousness itself is a funda
mental category in the integral spiritual discourse because it is the implicit or explicit goal of virtually all of
the great spiritual traditions that inform Integral Spirituality. Even if one assumes that most of the adherents
of the great traditions, and most integral practitioners, have not and will not fully realize the goal of enlight
&14&1$0#"&$$!16#&1,!6%$&14&1$#+"#$%&#6'+,#"%+3&"#+12#2&)1&"#$%&#3+$%#'(#&B&.=#+2%&.&1$;#@%&#4=$%#'(#+#*'4
munity shapes the norms of a community, even if only partially realized.
#
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root assumption that enlightenment is an impersonal realization, which is achieved when the sense of the per
sonal, and the particularity of personal uniqueness, is in some sense overcome.3 The entire goal of the Unique
Self teaching has been to challenge this assumption, and thereby clarify the nature of enlightenment. By rec
ognizing the important role of the personal in the enlightenment process, the Unique Self teaching shifts the
nature and the goal of all spiritual practice, as well as shifting the core myth and method of the enlightenment
community.
Before the Unique Self paradigm began to change the conversation, the reigning assumption of the
enlightenment discussion was that the personal is the realm of the separate egoic personality. The goal of
enlightenment was widely assumed to be one of evolving beyond ego. When this process took place, and one
+*%!&B&2#+#"$+7,&#.&+,!]+$!'1#'(#!43&."'1+,#-1R-+,!)&2#+J+.&1&""#+12#!2&1$!$=#J!$%#$%&#&43$!1&""#'(#+,,#$%+$#
is, enlightenment was said to be achieved. The Unique Self teaching points out that this partial understand
!16#'(#&1,!6%$&14&1$#!"#+#(+,"&#*'15+$!'1#'(#"&3+.+$&1&""#+12#-1!R-&1&""#+12#.&"-,$"#(.'4#*'1(-"!'1#7&$J&&1#
the personal and the personality. This partial understanding is also a result of the fact that the traditions were
formed in a premodern context before a complexity of perspective had been fully realized. As a result, a pre
modern lack of awareness on perspective naturally dominates the enlightenment discourse today.
The core confusion between separateness and uniqueness is this: Eastern traditions have historically
believed that we need to move beyond separate self in order to be liberated from suffering and realize en
lightenment. The East, however—speaking of course in orienting generalizations that will always be partially
-1(+!.g$&12"# $'# *'15+$&# "&3+.+$&1&""# +12# -1!R-&1&""0# +12# !1# .&S&*$!16# -1!R-&1&""# !43,!&"# $%+$# +-$%&1$!*#
"3!.!$-+,# &V3&.!&1*&# !"# &""&1$!+,,=# $%&# "+4&# !1# &B&.=# 3&."'1;#<"# '1&# $&+*%&.# !15-&1*&2# 7=# $%&# P+"$# 3-$# !$0#
“There is no such thing as a Unique Spiritual experience.”4#:+1=#P+"$&.1#$&+*%!16"#$%&.&('.&#!1"!"$#'1#$.+1
scending separate self for True Self and assume that uniqueness must be left behind as the province of ego.
Diametrically opposed to this is the conventional Western spiritual viewpoint, which assumes separate self to
be the source of all dignity and human rights. Thus, the West rejects the Eastern demand to transcend separate
"&,(#('.#@.-&#K&,(0#7-$0#"!4!,+.#$'#$%&#P+"$0#*'15+$&"#"&3+.+$&1&""#+12#-1!R-&1&"";#@%+$#!"0#$%&#N&"$#+""-4&"#
$%+$#!1#'.2&.#$'#+().4#%-4+1#.!6%$"#+12#2!61!$=#!$#!"#1&*&""+.=#$'#.&!(=#$%&#"&3+.+$&#"&,(;#?$#!"#4=#7&,!&(#$%+$#
the Unique Self teaching offers a higher integration of these Eastern and Western perspectives. The East’s
demand that we transcend separate self in order to be liberated from suffering can be honored and heeded—
"&3+.+$&#"&,(#*+1#7&#,&($#7&%!120#+12#=&$#A1!R-&#K&,(#J!,,#7&#(-,,=#+().4&20#'1*&#J&#2!"*&.1#7&$J&&1#"&3+.+$&
1&""#+12#-1!R-&1&"";#@%&#N&"$&.1#+().4+$!'1#'(#%-4+1#.!6%$"#+12#2!61!$=0#.''$&2#!1#$%&#!..&2-*!7,&#1'7!,!$=#
of the individual, can also be honored and heeded. One can realize that one is part of the all, leave separate
self behind, but still be a fully distinct individual with full human dignity and rights. The difference is that
this dignity will be based on Unique Self, not the separate self.
Core to Unique Self theory is the mapping of the three distinct stations of self: separate self, True Self,
and Unique Self. Through this journey we realize that the personal is not left behind but rather is evolved. At
station one—that of the separate self—the egoic personality may well incarnate all the vices of Christianity
and all the poisons of Buddhism. It may well be essential, as the great traditions teach, to transcend the nar
row personal nature of the separate selfpersonality for the impersonal True Self of classical enlightenment
x
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to emerge. But the goal of enlightenment is personal plus, not personal minus. The deeper realization of True
Self is Unique Self. This third station of Unique Self realization brings the personal back online as the very
expression of enlightenment through the personal face of essence and emptiness. The station of True Self
)12"#$%&#$'$+,#1-47&.#'(#@.-&#K&,B&"#$'#7&#Y1&;#@%!"0#%'J&B&.0#!"#'1,=#$.-&#!1#$%&#.&+,4#'(#-1/4+1!(&"$#Y1&
ness, as there is no True Self anywhere in the manifest world. Why? Because every individual’s awakening to
this Oneness arises through his or her own unique perspective. In this way, True Self + Perspective = Unique
Self.5
Any experience of formless True Self, when it manifests through an individual, manifests as the Unique
Self. So to repeat, there is no True Self anywhere in the manifest world; there is always a perspective. That
is to say, True Self always manifests as Unique Self—only pure formless unmanifest awareness is pure per
ception without a perspective. In this unmanifest state there are no objects, only consciousness without an
'7S&*$0#"'#$%&.&#!"#1'$%!16#$'#$+L&#+#3&."3&*$!B&#'1;#@%!"#*+1#7&#"+!2#$'#7&#$%&#-1R-+,!)+7,&#@.-&#K&,(;#b-$#J&#
always live in the world of manifestation. Once the awareness of True Selfmanifests, it does so through a
particular perspective, which is Unique Self.
This means that Unique Self is always the source of awareness. In fact, Unique Self is always present
as the witness of consciousness at all stations of awareness because awareness or consciousness is always
embodied in form and therefore always has a perspective. Unique Self is the actual origin of awareness at all
stations of development, even though it only comes online naturally as conscious awareness at a particular
stage of development (what Integral Theory has referred to as second or thirdtier levels). However, Unique
Self is always present as the deeper realization of any True Self state at every level of consciousness.
In the premodern world, with rare exceptions, there was little awareness of perspective. The assump
$!'1#J+"#$%+$#$%&#'7"&.B&.#"+J#.&+,!$=#+"#!$#J+";#:'2&.1#+12#3'"$4'2&.1#$%!1L!16#&B',B&2#'-.#&""&1$!+,#&3!"
temological lens as we began to understand that all of reality was mediated through the perspective of the
observer. The premodern teachers of enlightenment were subject to precisely the same error as premodern
philosophers and scientists. Therefore, when spiritual teachers taught the realization of true nature as True
Self, they also taught that all True Selves are the same. This implied that any sense of uniqueness was con
nected to the level of separate self or personality, and therefore was in contradistinction to enlightenment.
As we’ve seen, that teaching is true but partial. With the emergence of second tier, and particularly thirdtier
structure stages of consciousness, the multifaceted nature of perspective becomes noticed. So at these higher
stages, the conscious realization of Unique Self fully emerges. Unique Self was, of course, present all along
but tended to be confused with True Self because perspectives were not yet fully conscious or differentiated.
When the full awareness of perspectives emerges, the awareness of Unique Self also emerges. Then, any ex
perience of formless True Self, when it manifests as any object at all, manifests as the Unique Self.
#
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seamless coat of the universe, then you go on to realize that the universe is seamless but not featureless and
that you are actually one of its essential features. You realize that your personal existence, your personal be
ing, is utterly distinct, worthy, and needed. To be unique means to be irreplaceably singular, a constitutive
&V*&3$!'1#$'#$%&#-1!B&."+,0#+1#-1/'7S&*$!)+7,&#"&*.&$#$%+$#.&"!"$"#(-,,#+.$!*-,+$!'1#'.#+33.'3.!+$!'1#!1#+1=#"="
$&4#'(#4&+1!16/4+L!16;#?1#$%!"#"&1"&0#$%&#A1!R-&#K&,(#!"#1'$#"-7S&*$#$'#+1=#$'$+,!]!16#$&12&1*=#+12#!1)1!$&,=#
exceeds all such systemizing approaches. Unique Self is an expression of irreducible singularity.
But that is only part of the story. It is precisely the singularity that merges and integrates the one into
the Single One, which is the ultimate universal, the whole in which every part participates. This paradoxical
insight is the essence of the nondual realization of the self as Self. Paradoxically, the source of one’s Oneness
with all that is, is one’s Unique Self. Unique Self might be described as the puzzlepiece nature of one’s es
sence and emptiness. Like a puzzle piece, Unique Self is both utterly unique and distinct, yet paradoxically it
is that very uniqueness and distinction that merges one with the larger context of all that is. While separate
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ness separates one from the larger context, uniqueness integrates one in the larger context.6 As Unique Self,
you are free from the contractions of your personality, even as you experience yourself as personally engaged
and uniquely incarnate in the great evolutionary unfolding of consciousness.
#
?1#A1!R-&#K&,(#&1,!6%$&14&1$0#='-#.&*'61!]&#+12#.&+,!]&#='-.#1+$-.&#+"#!12!B!"!7,&#(.'4#$%&#,+.6&.#)&,2#
of consciousness, even as you know yourself to be an absolutely unique expression of True Self, unlike any
other. True Self always looks out through a unique set of eyes, which reveal a radically unique and special
perspective through which the evolution of consciousness unfolds. And it is only through Unique Self that
we can embrace the individual uniqueness of the self while at the same time realizing the true nature of the
individual as both an indivisible part of True Self, the seamless coat of the universe, and as the whole itself
in which all consciousness arises. This realization is the source of the irreducible dignity of every human be
!16;#?$#!"#('.#$%!"#.&+"'1#$%+$#J&#+().4#$%&#!1+,!&1+7,&#.!6%$#'(#%-4+1#7&!16"#$'#,!B&#$%&!.#-1!R-&#"$'.=#+12#$'#
have that story told and received. In short, this nondual realization of Unique Self can serve as the basis of all
intersubjective ethics.
It is worth pointing out at this juncture, as we have already alluded to above, that Unique Self does
not refer merely to the uniqueness of soul described in the great traditions. A common assumption is that
uniqueness is a soul quality but once we ascend beyond soul to spirit, uniqueness disappears.7 This assump
tion is undermined in the Unique Self teaching, which realizes that unique perspective is the deeper quality
of True Self. At the same time, we must constantly distinguish between Unique Self and the soul station of
uniqueness, at least in the limited understanding of the word soul, which still expresses a subtle body level of
separateself ego.
The word soul is used in so many ways in the great traditions that in every context one must identify
what is being described. Sometimes soul is used in a way which is identical to True Self. Often, however, soul
!"#-"&2#$'#2&"*.!7&#J%+$#!"#+*$-+,,=#$%&#)."$#"$+$!'1#'(#3'"$/&6'!*#*,+.!)*+$!'10#$%&#"-7$,&#.&+,4#$%+$#!"#'1,=#$%&1#
deepened into causal or formless True Self and then nondual realization of Unique Self. When Soul is used in
this latter sense, we need to distinguish the unique of soul from the unique perspective of True Self, which is
Unique Self.
At this point it is worth pointing out that in integral terms, it would be accurate to describe Unique
Self both as a structurestage of consciousness and as a state of consciousness. Unique Self is a state of
consciousness, which, like the experience of classical mystical enlightenment, is available to anyone at any
"$.-*$-.&/"$+6&#'(#*'1"*!'-"1&""#Q&;6;0#+#5'J#"$+$&M;#T'J&B&.0#!1#"&*'12/$!&.#"$+6&"#'(#*'1"*!'-"1&""0#J%&1#
perspectives are revealed as an essential structure of higher consciousness, the Unique Self naturally reveals
!$"&,(#4'.&#+12#4'.&;#?1#2&B&,'34&1$+,#3"=*%','6=#$&.4"0#$%&#(-,,&"$#5'J&.!16#'(#A1!R-&#K&,(#4!6%$#7&"$#7&#
articulated as a living glimpse into indigo altitude (see Wilber, 2006, p. 68). This is the stage of evolution of
%-4+1#*'1"*!'-"1&""#+$#J%!*%#4=#(&,$#"&1"&#'(#$%&#&B&./3.&"&1$#-1!$=#'(#.&+,!$=g+#"$+$&#'(#'16'!16#W5'J#
3.&"&1*&0X#!(#='-#J!,,g+12#$%&#-1!R-&#*%+.+*$&.!"$!*"#'(#4=#'J1#,!(&#+12#3&."3&*$!B&#!1$&."&*$#+12#)12#+#
cohesive and stabilized integration.8 Perspective is an inherent part of realizing indigo altitude (i.e., personal
perspective is acknowledged even as one recognizes other perspectives).
In these highest stations of consciousness, paradoxes begin to resolve only to, of course, produce new
and higher paradoxes. At these higher tiers of consciousness, it might be said that states and stages merge in a
higher integral embrace, and a great evolutionary milestone is achieved. It is worth adding to this description
that higher states of consciousness yield more advanced recognitions of uniqueness. Paradoxically, the more
&B',B&2#$%&#&V3.&""!'1#'(#-1!R-&1&""#7&*'4&"0#$%&#4'.&#3.&*!"&,=#$%&#-1!R-&#3-]],&#3!&*&#!"#+7,&#$'#)$#"&+4
lessly into the larger whole, even as one realizes their identity with the larger whole. It is at this paradoxical
pivoting point that complexity surrenders to a higher simplicity. Indeed we might identify this evolved state
stage and structurestage of Unique Self as the level of second simplicity, which is a simplicity that transcends
and includes all of the previous complexity.
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It is at this paradoxical pivoting point of Unique Self that the Western and Eastern enlightenment visions
might meet together in a higher dance of integration. Enlightenment, as understood in conventional Western
2!"*'-."&0#+().4"#$%&#2!61!$=#'(#$%&#3&."'1+,;#?$#B!&J"#&1,!6%$&14&1$#+"#$%&#+*%!&B&4&1$#'(#+#"$.-*$-.&/"$+6&#
'(#*'1"*!'-"1&""#!1#J%!*%#$%&#+().4+$!'1#'(#$%&#2!61!$=#'(#$%&#3&."'1+,#!"#(-,,=#!1$&.1+,!]&2;#P+"$&.1#&1,!6%$
enment (and Western mystical enlightenment) is understood as a state of consciousness in which identity is
achieved with the impersonal nature of all that is. West and East, personal and impersonal, structurestage and
structurestate, meet in the embrace of the evolutionary emergent of Unique Self.

In This Issue
We now turn to an overview of the material in this issue. We begin with my article, “The Evolutionary Emer
6&1$#'(#A1!R-&#K&,(c#<#E&J#8%+3$&.#!1#?1$&6.+,#@%&'.=0X#J%!*%#,+="#'-$0#('.#$%&#)."$#$!4&0#$%&#L&=#*'1$'-."#'(#
the Unique Self. This article is written as a model of world spirituality and translineage teaching. It draws on
the great traditions, East and West, as well as more contemporary integral insights regarding the centrality of
perspectives. All these strands are woven into the teaching of Unique Self, which is translineage in both form
and content, meaning that it both transcends and includes the lineages. It is worth noting that the endnotes in
$%!"#+.$!*,&#+.&#3+.$!*-,+.,=#!43'.$+1$#$'#$%&#.&+2&.#J%'#!"#*'1*&.1&2#J!$%#$%&#)1&.#!""-&"#+$#"$+L&#.&6+.2!16#
Integral Theory and enlightenment.
The next article, “Rejuvenating Religion for an Integral Age: The Emergence of the Unique Self and the
A1!R-&#N&0X#7=#_-"$!1#_!3&.1+0#!"#$%&#)."$#!1#+#"&.!&"#'(#!43'.$+1$#4'1'6.+3%"#7=#_!3&.1+#$%+$#3'!1$#$'J+.2#
a more integral vision of religion. Diperna describes the many versions of religion as they appear when re
fracted through the prism of the AQAL model. He then points to the unique contribution that Integral Theory
can make to religion in the form of the evolutionary offerings of Unique Self and Unique We. In Diperna’s
view, bringing the Integral approach to the great traditions, together with these unique integral offerings,
%',2"#6.&+$#3.'4!"&#('.#$%&#(-$-.&#'(#.&,!6!'1;#_!3&.1+#+,"'#$'-*%&"#7.!&5=#'1#$%&#*'1$.+"$!16#!43,!*+$!'1"#
of the Unique Self model advanced by my work and the Authentic Self model advanced by spiritual teacher
Andrew Cohen.
In “On Spiritual Teachers and Teaching,” Zachary Stein offers an insightful essay exploring the his
torical antecedents and role of the contemporary spiritual teacher and particularly the nature of the teacher’s
+-$%'.!$=;#K$&!1#"3&*!)*+,,=#+22.&""&"#$%&#"3!.!$-+,#$&+*%&.#J%'#,!B&"#+12#$&+*%&"#'-$"!2&#$%&#('-.#J+,,"#'(#'.
ganized religion. Stein traces and analyzes the emergence of this new model of teacher and teacherly author
ity. Then, in what is perhaps the most provocative part of the article, Stein turns his attention to two different
teachers, Andrew Cohen and myself, and analyzes the potential implications of their respective enlightenment
models of Authentic Self and Unique Self.
The next article, “The Unique Self as Imago Dei, Approaching an Integral Christian Anthropology,”
by Neville Ann Kelly, engages Unique Self in the context of JudeoChristian theology. Kelly points out that
uniqueness is a constitutive element of the most essential description of the divine elements that animates
human consciousness in the Christian tradition. Kelly demonstrates why the Integral model might be essen
tial for exploring the evolving relationship of Christian theology to the classic concept of imago Dei. Kelly
reviews the contemporary Christian literature on imago Dei and shows why it cannot be approached discern
ingly without deploying a nuanced Integral lens. Kelly offers a clear and compelling model for how the Inte
gral model can and must be deployed in theological conversation and scholarship.
In “Quantum Theory, the Unique Self, and Evolution,” Katrin Trautwein points out structural analo
gies between Unique Self enlightenment and the more classical True Self enlightenment teachings on the one
hand, as well as quantum theory in relation to classical theories of physics on the other. In both realms of in
quiry, contextsensitivity is superimposed on prior metaphysical assumptions of Oneness and objectivity. The
unique individual perspective and the unique experimental context are seen to be the actual cornerstones of
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reality, not an Authentic Self or a measurable object. Based on this revealing insight, Trautwein’s article puts
forth some normative, ethical implications that arise when the perspectivesbased concepts are interpreted in
an evolutionary context. It is worth noting that Trautwein is not extrapolating truth in the UpperLeft quad
rant from the LowerRight structures of physics; rather, she is pointing to the centrality of perspective in both
Unique Self and quantum physics, and the normative implications that arise from that.
##
@%&#)1+,#+.$!*,&0#W@%&#A1!R-&#K&,(#+12#E'12-+,#T-4+1!"4c#<#K$-2=#!1#$%&#P1,!6%$&1&2#@&+*%!16#'(#
:'.2&*%+!#\+!1&.#'(#?]7!*+0X#!"#J%&.&#?#$.+*&#'1&#'(#$%&#!43'.$+1$#"'-.*&"#(.'4#$%&#6.&+$#$.+2!$!'1"#$%+$#!1
"3!.&2#$%&#A1!R-&#K&,(#$&+*%!16;#?#,''L#+$#$%&#A1!R-&#K&,(#4'2&,#+"#"L&$*%&2#7=#+#T+""!2!*#4+"$&.0#:'.2&*%+!#
Lainer of Izbica, living in Eastern Europe in the mid 19th century. The article unpacks the core structure of the
Unique Self teaching and shows how it plays a central role in the “nondual humanism” of Izbica. The article
demonstrates that Lainer is not merely a maverick teacher, but is rooted in a larger mainstream lineage of
Kabbalistic mysticism out of which he writes and practices, even as he extends the teachings one critical step
beyond his earlier successors. The endnotes in this article add a crucial second layer of nuance, depth, and
integral precision to the Unique Self discussion.
#
<($&.#$%&"&#"!V#+.$!*,&"0#J&#'((&.#$.+1"*.!3$"#'(#$J'#2!+,'6-&";#?1#$%&#)."$#2!+,'6-&0#"3!.!$-+,#$&+*%&.#
Andrew Cohen and I engage in a spirited conversation on the implications of our respective teachings of
Authentic Self and Unique Self. From the dialogue, it is clear that we agree on some key points; namely, that
both Authentic Self and Unique Self teachings see the classical enlightenment model of True Self realization
as being true but partial. Unique Self and Authentic Self are each realizations that take us beyond the clas
sical enlightenment goal of True Self. The difference between Andrew and I has to do with whether unique
ness should be seen as the property of the relative (Cohen) or of the Absolute (Gafni), and consequently how
much emphasis should be placed on uniqueness in the overall enlightenment story and teaching. The second
dialogue is a conversation between developmental psychologist Susanne CookGreuter and I about the nature
of Unique Self as it shows up through the development of consciousness. This dialogue was preceded by an
&+.,!&.#*'1B&."+$!'1#7&$J&&1#8''L/C.&-$&.#+12#?#!1#J%!*%#+#"'4&J%+$#"L&3$!*+,#8''L/C.&-$&.#J+"#)."$#&V
3'"&2#$'#$%&#A1!R-&#K&,(#$&+*%!16;#b=#$%&#&12#'(#$%!"#)."$#2!+,'6-&0#8''L/C.&-$&.#J+"#4'.&#'3&1#$'#$%&#!2&+#
of Unique Self, but still suspicious. I then invited Susanne to a second dialogue on the topic, but this time
explored the Unique Self concept using CookGreuter’s own writings as a foundation. What emerged, to the
surprise of both of us, was that CookGreuter had clearly articulated the progressive emergence of Unique
Self at the higher stages of consciousness in her own writing. Thereby, her developmental model, based on
empirical research, clearly supports the insights of the Unique Self teaching.
The issue concludes with a special treat for those engaged in Integral Christianity: a highly sophisti
cated book review of Cameron Freeman’s PostMetaphysics and the Paradoxical Teachings of Jesus: The
Structure of the Real (2010) is offered by priest and integral scholarpractitioner Christopher Dierkes. The
primary contribution of Dierkes’ review is to place Freeman’s brilliant text within the framework of the
<i<\#4'2&,;#@%!"#!1$&.3,+=#+,,'J"#%!4#$'#4+L&#$%&#+.6-4&1$#$%+$#$%&.&#+.&#$%&','6!&"#Q'.#.&5&*$!'1"#-3'1#
spiritual experience and insight) in Christianity that correspond to structurestages and statestages. Writings
in Integral Christianity have tended to emphasize one or the other of that dyad, and Dierkes believes we need
a discourse that includes both.
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NOTES
For more detail, see endnotes 13 and 14 (pp. 2529 in this issue) of “The Evolutionary Emergent of Unique Self.”
It was in this context that I realized that the use of the term soul might be misunderstood as a subtle level egoic ex
pression of separate self of the kind common in theistic traditions. Using the term Unique Self avoided this problem.
3
For example, see the work of popular teachers such as Adyashanti (2004) or Stephen Bodian (2008). For earlier work,
see Jean Klein’s I Am (1989), which is rooted in the seminal texts of Vedanta such as 8thcentury philosopher Shanka
racharya’s texts, Viveka Chudamani (“The Crest Jewel of Discrimination”) and Atma Bodhi (“SelfRealization”).
4
From Andrew Cohen’s public teaching in Tel Aviv, Israel (2005). Andrew and I have engaged in a series of respectful
public dialogues on these issues (one of which appears on pp. 151161 in this issue), which we both hope models the
kind of authentic “combat” that serves Buddha, sangha, and dharma.
5
:=#'J1#3&."3&*$!B&#!"#1&B&.#+7"&1$#&B&1#+"#!$#!"#3.'6.&""!B&,=#*,+.!)&2#$%.'-6%#$%&#&B',-$!'1#'(#"&,(#$'#K&,(;#
6
<#)."$/$!&.#3,-.+,!"$!*#"$+1*&#.&*'61!]&"#'1,=#3+.$!*-,+.";#?$#*+11'$#"&&#3+$$&.1"#$%+$#*'11&*$#+12#*.&+$&#J%+$#N!,7&.#
has called “good enough universals” (personal communication, January 30, 2011). As Wilber has pointed out else
where, we recognize universals all the time in the physical world (e.g., 208 bones, two kidneys, two lungs, one heart,
etc., in the human body). This is not an imperialistic colonial statement; it is simply the truth.
7
For example, see Huston Smith (1992, pp. 7487).
8
At second and third tier, perspectives are embedded in awareness. This is an inherent aspect of what emerges at tur
quoise and indigo altitudes. So, although Unique Self was present from the earlier stages of consciousness, it can seem
to emerge at second and third tier.
1
2
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